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Key Concepts IKey Concepts I

Financial advisors are professionals 
= must adhere to professional 
service standards
Professionalism is a sales 
advantage
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Key Concepts 2Key Concepts 2

Financial advisors are heavily 
regulated = must comply with 
regulatory steps
Compliance is both a back stop 
and a prophylactic
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Key Concepts 3Key Concepts 3

Good communication = good 
compliance
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AgendaAgenda
Your worst nightmare
What I Learned in Math Class 
– SHOW YOUR WORK

Contracts with Your Clients
Planning Process (6 steps)
“Centre of Influence Marketing” and 
“Professional Networks”
Dispute Avoidance, Coverage and Resolution
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When the revolution comesWhen the revolution comes……
‘Nothing travels faster than the speed of light with the 
possible exception of bad news, which obeys its own 
special laws.’ Douglas Adams, "The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy"
English humorist & science fiction novelist (1952 - 2001 )

‘Discourage litigation. Persuade your neighbors to 
compromise whenever you can. As a peacemaker the 
lawyer has superior opportunity of being a good man. 
There will still be business enough.’ Abraham Lincoln 16th president of 
US (1809 - 1865)



More reasons to avoid lawyersMore reasons to avoid lawyers

‘Never, never, never believe any war will be smooth and 
easy, or that anyone who embarks on the strange voyage 
can measure the tides and hurricanes he will encounter. 
The statesman who yields to war fever must realize that 
once the signal is given, he is no longer the master of 
policy but the slave of unforeseeable and uncontrollable 
events.’ Sir Winston Churchill British politician (1874 - 1965)



RepresentativeRepresentative’’s and Agents and Agent’’s s 
Duty IDuty I

In the Fletcher v. MPIC SCC case, Wilson, H. stated: 
– In my view, it is entirely appropriate to hold private 

insurance agents and brokers to a stringent duty to 
provide both information and advice to their customers. 

– They are, after all, licensed professionals who 
specialize in helping clients with risk assessment and in 
tailoring insurance policies to fit the particular needs of 
their customers. 

– Their service is highly personalized, concentrating on 
the specific circumstances of each client. 



RepRep’’s and Agents and Agent’’s Duty IIs Duty II
Subtle differences in the forms of products and 
coverage available are frequently difficult for the 
average person to understand. 
Reps and agents and are trained to understand these 
differences and to provide individualized insurance 
advice. 
It is both reasonable and appropriate to impose upon 
them a duty not only to convey information but also 
to provide counsel and advice.



Show Your WorkShow Your Work
Professionalism leads to dispute avoidance
If dispute 
– turn to paperwork (or absence of paperwork 

first)
– Lawyer’s job is to win – justice is a good 

result for my client
– No paperwork then the client has the strategic edge
– The truth we all know

legalese and industry terminology are not meaningful 
subjective terms are not meaningful

Records go in the permanent file
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Plain English Contracts 101Plain English Contracts 101

If good communication is good 
compliance 
– then good communication must 

be understandable to the client 
– don’t be a jargon junkie
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Plain English Contracts 101Plain English Contracts 101

Letters of Engagement are contracts
– Can’t contract out of laws, 

regulations and standards
– Can contract reasonably to allocate 

responsibilities
– Can contract to limit extent of advisory 

role
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The 6 Step Planning ProcessThe 6 Step Planning Process
1) Client-Planner Engagement
2) Gathering Data and Determining 

Objectives
3) Clarifying Financial Status, Identifying 

Problems and Identifying Opportunities
4) Developing Strategies and Presenting Plan
5) Implementing the Plan
6) Monitoring the Plan
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1) Client1) Client--Planner EngagementPlanner Engagement
Already discussed in “Plain English Contracts 101”

Define and agree on scope of engagement
Divide responsibilities
Set time frames
Disclose compensation/disclose conflicts
In writing
Confirm agreement has been read and 
understood with date and signature (leave copy 
with client and send copy to compliance)
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2) Gathering Data and Determining Objectives2) Gathering Data and Determining Objectives
Two fundamental principles
– KYC
– Suitability

Clear understanding of present financial 
status (holistic)
– Quantitative and qualitative information 

relevant to the engagement
– Get from client or confirm that advice based 

on inability to get info and state (in writing) 
why this is important
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“My recommendations are based upon 
the information and documents that 
you have provided to me. You have 
been unable to provide some 
information and documents that I have 
requested - information and documents 
that are necessary to develop and 
support recommendations.  My ability 
to assist you with appropriate 
recommendations is limited by this 
gap.”
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2) Gathering Data and Determining Objectives2) Gathering Data and Determining Objectives
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Clear understanding of client’s goals
– Joint exercise
– Sense of purpose
– Motivate action and implementation

Explain jargon – subjective and objective 
terms
Gather as much information as possible
SMART
– Specific, measurable, attainable, realistic 

and time-bound
1717
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3) Clarifying Financial Status, Identifying 3) Clarifying Financial Status, Identifying 
Problems and Identifying OpportunitiesProblems and Identifying Opportunities

Only implement suitable 
recommendations
– Unless clearly documented that 

your role is “order taker”
Assess financial situation and 
likelihood of reaching goals 
– Consider negative contingencies
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3) Clarifying Financial Status, Identifying 3) Clarifying Financial Status, Identifying 
Problems and Identifying OpportunitiesProblems and Identifying Opportunities

Analyze information and ID strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities
Show your work
Garbage in/Garbage out
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4) Develop Strategies and Present Plan4) Develop Strategies and Present Plan

Identify and evaluate strategies to achieve 
the client’s goals, needs and priorities
State assumptions and facts
– Client sign off

Cross reference with KYC Suitability 
Guidelines
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4) Develop Strategies and Present Plan4) Develop Strategies and Present Plan

Practical, specific, how goals may be 
achieved
Ensure client’s understanding and 
agreement
Full Disclosure of interests/conflicts
Refer to appropriate professionals
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5) Implement the Plan5) Implement the Plan

Who are the “team” members
What do they need to do
When do they need to take each 
step
Be the quarterback – become 
the “centre of influence”
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6) Monitor the Plan6) Monitor the Plan
Critical factor
Only thing we know is that what we 
illustrate/assume will not occur
Clarify who is responsible to review 
and report changes (and then do it 
yourself as well)
Periodic Review – why miss this 
opportunity?
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““Centre of Influence MarketingCentre of Influence Marketing”” and and 
““Professional NetworksProfessional Networks””

Unique role: 
– Financial advisors are unique 

among business professional in 
their in-depth investigation of the 
needs and abilities of clients

Refer to other professionals: 
– to increase your range of services 
– reduce your professional liability
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““Centre of Influence MarketingCentre of Influence Marketing”” and and 
““Professional NetworksProfessional Networks””

Know when to say “no can do” and 
know who can solve the problem
Clients need solutions, be the 
problem solver by being a “centre 
of influence”
Bringing the right professionals to 
the table makes good business sense 
and makes you look good
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Members of a Members of a 
Professional Network (PAN)Professional Network (PAN)

life insurance agent
mutual fund representative
securities representative
financial planner
tax advisor 
accountant
estate lawyer
trust officer
business succession expert
mediator and/or counselor
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The financial advisory takes a holistic approach that encompasses  
all of the planning needs of the client and then refers issues to other 

experts while maintaining and implementing the overall plan



The Outcome of Using a The Outcome of Using a 
Professional Advisory NetworkProfessional Advisory Network

offer your clients access to a broader 
range of services
limits your professional liability
referrals from other professionals in your 
network 
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Other ResourcesOther Resources
Keeping current 
– Continuing Education (not uni-product 

focused)
– Update
– Licensing Organizations’ Best Practices 

Manuals
– Financial Planning Practitioners Guide (FPSC)
– Foradvisorsonly.com
– Cross-disciplinary education
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Two lessonsTwo lessons

Good communication = good compliance
Show your work
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The PAN LawyerThe PAN Lawyer’’s Roles Role
1) Helping you help your clients.  Providing 

legal resource to advisors and their clients:
– Retirement Planning
– Estate Planning
– Succession Planning
– Hold Co's
– Family Trusts
– Tax Planning
– Purchase and Sale of Books of Business
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Your LawyerYour Lawyer’’s Roles Role
2) Avoiding and Dealing with Disputes
– Compliance with legislation and 

regulations
– Compliance with industry standards
– Privacy
– Responding to disputes

Client complaints
Claims
E & O Issues
Investigations by Regulatory and 
Licensing Organizations 
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